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NEWS

Western Show is Big Hit - Auctions Limp Along

Nevada City, California is an artsy restored mining town, and was the site of

the 2002 collectors meet.  Friday afternoon brought a crowd together at Mike

Nevius’ place for a barbeque and display of his heavy equipment (see articles).

Hotel room activities were pathetic with barely two rooms open for business

and none of the local colletors visiting.  The show itself on the other hand was

a huge success.  It was held at The Foundry, a restored building where many

of the castings for mining were created a hundred years ago.  The building

was packed with tables and there was moderate trade.  The auction followed,

and while slightly better than the Tucson auction five months previous, it was

still flawed with low-end items that did not make reserve.  The shows live on,

but have taken on much more of a social function, rather than that of a mar-

ketplace.  This is not bad.

Underground Adventures

These events are now outpacing the regular “indoor” shows in frequency and

popularity.  Despite their relative danger, increasing numbers are joining trips

that, in the last year, have explored Calico, Death Valley, Michigan Copper

Country, the Harcuvar area in Arizona, and Tombstone.  Items recovered from

these sites are quite different...there are no lamps, signs, or candlesticks.  The

items left behind by miners were either considered to be trash, or were to

heavy and difficult to remove. This issue of Eureka shows a little of each cat-

egory, and make up a new trend in collecting.
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Miniature Heavies
Ted Bobrink, Bob Schroth, and Dave Johnson

A mining artifact that is a smaller duplication of the original item can be hard to classify.

Owners in the 'wishful thinking' category declare them as patent models or salesman's

samples. Either of these categories will asign a greater value to the item. Other apparent

miniatures were actually used in special situations calling for a smaller diminsioned tool.

Some small items are actually toys, advertising items, or replica models. Ted Bobrink per-

haps says it best: "In the antique world everyone wants to call their items salesman's

samples to enhance their value when most of the time they are just children's toys."

The following article will examine three beautifully made miniature mining artifacts. The

reader will make his own conclusion as to what the item was used for.

The small ore car in front was recently acquired by Ted Bobrink. Says Ted: "It stands 15"

high - 13" long and the box is 8" deep. It weighs 35lbs with 162 real rivets and is painted

gray with black trim. I have contacted some of my friends who have Anaconda Copper Co

catalogs and they are going to send me some illustrations of all the ore cars that Anaconda

sold.

The man I bought it from, said he bought two of these cars both different from an old man

in Butte Montana for $15 each. He said the cars were built to use as salesman's samples

to be carried to the various mining companies in his wagon. There were originally six dif-

ferent cars made representing all of the styles of underground haulage equipment made

and sold by the ACMCO foundry. Of course this is only a story, but the fact that they are

made so true to scale I have no reason to doubt it."
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It is all metal and riveted together to exact scale

just like the larger ore cars. It has a brass metal

tag that says "ACMCO-FDRY-DEPT " It has the

locking lever and clasp that opens the rear gate

and dumps to the rear or to either side. It has cast

wheels and axles with lubeing plugs, a cast iron

turn plate and front carriage locker made to exact

scale.

Shortly after Ted reported his finding, Bob

Schroth dug out an ore bucket from his collec-

tion that has a a similar brass tag.

Bob relates: "A year ago while I was at the

Vetrans antique market I bought a small ore

bucket that has a brass tag ACMCO FDRY

Dept. While it is big enough to work a small

prospect it isn't really ehough to do much

work. It has the rivited steel and a dumping

devise to tip it. I thought I was dreaming that it

could have been made by the copper mining

co. Perhaps it is a salesman sample also?"

While Ted is convinced that his ore car is a

saleman's sample, he is less convinced about

the ore bucket: " The brass tag is the same

though I'm sure they were generic for lots of

things they made. Your bucket would have to

be very small to be a salesman's sample. If it is

taller than one foot, I don't think it would be

one. Last year I found a really cool pot belly

ore bucket in a mine in Nelson, Nevada that

was only 13" high and 9" wide. It was at the

bottom of a 60' shaft and still had the hemp

rope hooked to it."
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Finally, Dave Johnson shows this example of a coal car. Dave states: "This is a coal car

patent model that I found here in Louisville. A toy dealer had it and thought it was a toy

but it still had part of an old U.S. Patent Office tag attached to it. Unfortunately most of the

tag was missing so I was not able to track the patent yet. The end opens for dumping and

the whole thing is riveted together just like a big coal car. It measures about 14" long and is

all steel."
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The Pull Up Blasting Machine
by Tom Stranko

For years I have been envious of the

guys out west who (from my per-

spective) can justhead out of town a

few miles and voila, there is a great

ancient mine shaft loaded with

19th century mining artifacts, great

old bottles etc. Well now I have a

fun story just like that to tell.

Today, Easter Sunday, I promised

my wife a "scenic ride" through the

upstate NY & Pa.countryside in this

wonderfully unseasonable 65 deg.

weather. After much enjoyable

driving we were leaving the site of a

mid 1800's railroad landmark sur-

rounded by the sad remnants of

anthracite coal's mining and trans-

portation glory days.We zipped past

a fallen down wooden structure out

in the boondocks. My brain

scanned the jumble of wood and

rusty metal shapes and about 50

feet past the building (an old repair

shop) my internal "warning-you-

just-passed-a-great-pile-of old-

rusty-junk" light went off

and I did a fast U turn. My

wife says she spotted it

first and thought I was just

being coy by walking all

around itbut there on the

ground, stuffed with dead

leaves and spider webs

was the body of a piece of

rare mining hardware. "

PULL UP BLASTING MA-

CHINE" just screamed out.
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From the big cast brass tag.I was NOT going to let this just rot and rust away there so I

popped it into the car.I assumed I had found a match for the "Pull Up" I already own which

is missing the base and needs lots of cosmetic work.
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When I got home I saw that we had found the same model blaster (#3) but in what I would

say is a much earlier case.The cast tag and the smaller upper plunger rod brace (made of

brass not iron) are the give aways.

The mounting holes for both the cast iron step plate and the bipolar generator fit both

units. The machine I found today is an inch or so shorter but that would make just the

wooden parts non-interchangeable. I could make up one complete unit from the parts I

have. I would probably use the older case I found today and install the internal parts from

the newer unit. I say I "could" do this but I will just save them as they are and hope some-

time, maybe on another holiday drive, to explore another local mining site and find more of

the parts I need. At least I won't have to worry about bats, mountain lions or rappelling.
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Hickie Miner's Knife
by Stephen J. McCabe

As a lamp collector and researcher my interests have evolved and expanded over the years

into explosive and blasting items. The many articles of choice collectibles featured in the

MAC and Eureka magazines over a long period have fueled this.

One such area is Blasting Crimpers those unique hand tools used in explosive laying. A

small drawing submitted to The Underground LampPost ( Mitchell 1990) caught my atten-

tion as soon as I read it. J. Roger Mitchell featured a patent drawing reproduced from the

National Knife Magazine February 1990, page 27 for a rope knife modified to incorporate a

blasting cap crimper for the use of miners.

In an early issue of MAC magazine ( Bohannan 1992) the drawing was again reproduced

with a similar request for information. This knife was patented on June 20 1885 by Mr. D

Hickie Patent Number 7538. As I recognized the drawing I never really took much notice of

the patent number or date. As I knew that a Mr. Daniel Hickie, of London, England who

had since moved to the Colony of Victoria as a mining engineer applied for a patent relating

to " an improved squatter's and miner's knife " on 30 September 1887 Patent Number

5343.
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Clearly this earlier reference is to his UK

patent which was then patented in Victoria

and perhaps improved. This combination

pocket knife was not only useful to blasting

but also had a hooked blade and implement

for opening tins, cleaning horses' hoofs,

boring holes in leather or wood as well as an

ordinary knife blade (Anon 1887). Although

not a single example of this tool is known to

the author, according to documentation

(Howitt1889) this tool was in use for some-

time prior to its reference in this annual

report for the year of 1888, with a consider-

able number having been distributed

through several mines in the Colony.

Also this text states that the

knife blade steel was of Sheffield

manufacture indicating residual

stock from his earlier attempts in

the UK or some level of importing

this component. It would cer-

tainly make a nice addition to

any collection especially if the

knife blade still had " The Miner's

Knife " etching visible. Addition-

ally Daniel Hickie made a Miner's

Safety Can in three different sizes

but that is another article.

References

(Mitchell 1990) The Underground Lamp Post Vol. V, No. 4 Spring 1990 page 5 by J. Roger

Mitchell.

(Bohannan1992) Mining Artifact Collector Issue No. 13 Winter 1992 page 36 by Mark

Bohannan.

(Anon1887) Chronological and Descriptive Index of Patents Applied for and Patents

Granted in the Colony of Victoria dated 30 September 1887 Patent Number 5343

(Howitt1889) Annual Report of the Secretary for Mines to The Honorable Duncan Gillies,

M.P., Minister of Mines for Victoria for the year 1888 by A. W. Howitt, Acting Secretary for

Mines page 36 with full page drawing.
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Collecting Mine Hoist Level Indicators

and their Markers
by Ted Bobrink

Mines with shafts used a mine hoist run on steam, gas or electricity to move men, ore and

equipment in and out of the shafts. They used a unique system to run this process called a

Mine Bell Signal System and I know you are all familiar with or have seen Mine Bell Signs.

When a signal was given underground for the hoist man to lower or raise a cage, ore

bucket or skip car to a certain level. He used a Level Indicator to tell him when the cage

was at or near the level of the mine he was sending it to. Small mines used small indica-

tors attached to the small hoist. As the mine evolved into a deeper and larger mine, the

small hoist was replaced with a larger one, and these larger hoist used larger indicators

and markers.

While you can collect the smaller indicators the larger ones are to large and heavy. One

thing you can collect from the large indicators are the Level Markers. These are attached to

the main dial and show the hoist man where to stop the cage at each level of the mine. On

the small indicators the dial with the markers move with a fixed arrow, whereas with the

larger indicators the dial with the markers are fixed and the arrow turns. The larger marks

are stamped or embossed with a number that usually matches the foot level of the mine. A

number 7 would be used to identify the 700' level and the number 37 would be used to

indicate the 3,700 level and so on. I even have some marked "TOP" and this indicates the

surface where the miners and equipment usually entered the cage.

Over the years I have had the

chance to personally collect

or buy these unique mining

items and some are from

some pretty famous mines.

Here is one of my favorite

Level Markers and it is from

the famous Junction Mine in

Bisbee, Arizona. It is number

31 and marked the 3100'

level of the mine. It is 4"

across and painted green with

a white face and black num-

ber. All of the hoisting equip-

ment in Bisbee was painted

green. I was on the 2200' level

of this mine just before it

shut down in the early 1980s.

It's all flooded now and gone

forever.
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This is a mine hoist "Level Indicator" I

collected at the Noonday-Grant Mine

in Tocopa, California. It was attached

to the hoist run by a 15 H.P

Fairbanks & Morse hit and miss

engine. The large bottom gears were

run by a large gear on the hoist cable

drum, and the small gears ran the

indicator dial at a very low speed. The

large arrow was fixed and the dial

moved with the brass marker. This

marker was set at the 400' level but

could be adjusted to any level up to

1000'. If the mine was being worked

at different levels they would put on

more markers as needed. This whole

indicator weighs about 35 lb. and

stands 15" high. The dial is 9" across

and has numbers stamped into it

starting from 100 to 1000. In front of each number there is a threaded hole for attaching

the brass markers. The brass arrow attached to the dial is the level marker. The Grant Mine

was only working the 400 level at a time it shut down and used only the one marker. Larger

hoist use larger dials with much larger level markers. Every mine with shafts used them

and I have collected quite a few from other mines.

This is a close

up photo show-

ing the Level

Indicator Dial.

Note the hash

marks

scratched into

the dial to let

the hoist man

know the exact

location to stop

the hoist. They

are in the

middle of the

100' level and

just passed the

200' level.
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Left is another photo of

the level indicator. It

stands 15" high and the

dial is 9" across. This

side view shows how it

was attached. I had to

carry this thing down a

900' gully and through a

1,800' tunnel. I wouldn't

do it today. Hmmm...

well maybe ???

Right, is a photo of the mine made

signal bell I found at the Grant

mine. It is longer than I first stated,

just shy of 4 ' and very heavy. It

doesn't look very impressive leaning

against the ore bucket, but does

look cool hanging up. I assure you

that it is very noisy when struck

with a metal bar, and my kids could

hear it from blocks away. I think I

will hang it up today in my mining

room that is right next to my teen-

age boys bed room. I can't wait to

have to wake them for for school in

the morning...
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These are my very favorite level markers.

They are from the famous Argonaut Gold

Mine in Jackson, California. This is

probably the most most famous mine in

the California mother lode and rightly so.

Not only was it one of the largest produc-

ers, but it had an event that was heard

around the world. On August 27th 1922

47 miners were trapped deep under-

ground by a mine fire. It made the news

around the world while rescue workers

dug for 22 days. They found 46 bodies

on the 3900 level of the mine and didn't

find the 47th body for another year.

I have all of the level markers for the Argonaut mine and I am showing you my favorite

three. The one on the left is number 12 and that's my lucky number. The one in the middle

says "top" and that indicated the surface where the miners entered the skip cages. The

marker on the right is number 39 and that is the 3900 level where the dead miners were

found in that mining historical event. They are 5" across and cast iron with the numbers

and letters embossed. These markers as well as the engine and hoist were manufactured by

the famous Knight Foundry in Sutter Creek California.

This is the original Knight Foundry cast iron name plate that was mounted on the Argonaut

Hoist Indicator. It was part of the dial that the markers are mounted on. It is 23" across

and 1/2" think. It weighs around 40 lb. and painted gray the same color as the hoist.
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Improved Miner's Combination Pocket Tool
by Stephen J. McCabe

Another interesting patented combina-

tion tool from Australia was granted to

Edward Marchant of Howell in the

State of New South Wales, on 13th

December 1905 Patent Number 4807/

05 for "an improved miner's combina-

tion pocket tool."

The Australian Colonies had achieved

Federation in 1901 and the individual

Patent Offices around the country had

finally become a Federal Department in

May 1904.

Edward Marchant a miner states that

his patent " relates to an improved

combination tool for the use of miners

and those engaged in similar pursuits

which may be easily carried in the

pocket and contains in the first place a

closing appliance for detonators, that is

pliers which will crimp the end of the

detonator shell in such a way as to hold

the inserted fuse firmly in position."

The tool also contains a saw blade and

three knife blades of different shapes

and suitable for different purposes a

miner would require and are all of the

usual construction and spring loaded.

The handle consists of two legs and

hinged together with each leg forming a

handle in itself for holding the different

blades and at the same time constitut-

ing the handles of the crimper pliers for

squeezing the detonator shell.¹¹Figure

1. Represents the combination tool in

side elevation showing all its different appliances more or less extended.¹Figure 2. Is a

similar view of the tool in the closed position.¹Figure 3. Is a front view of Fig. 2.¹Figure 4.

Shows a detonator before closing without the fuse and after closing with the fuse in posi-

tion.

Examples of this tool are not known to the author although as Edward Marchant was a

miner I believe the tool must exist in some sort of quantity. Perhaps the only disappointing

aspect of this patent and the Hickie patent is that neither incorporated a thimble or holder

to accommodate a candle.
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Lake Superior Model Miners' Dip Needle
by Dave Johnson

Most collectors of mining artifacts are

at least nominally familiar with miners'

dip needles. A dip needle measures the

angle of declination of the earth's mag-

netic field and consists of a highly

magnetized needle mounted on a hori-

zontal pivot in a round frame with a

graduated arc. The miners' dip needle

was used by holding it vertically, in line

with magnetic north, and when the

needle dipped down one was alerted to

the presence of ferrous minerals such

as hematite. The dip needle could be

used to establish the outline of a fer-

rous mineral deposit. However, it was of

no value in determining the quality of

the mineral deposit, that required the

sinking of test pits or core drilling and

sampling of the ore.

One of the principle manufacturers of

dip needles was W. & L.E. Gurley of

Troy, NY. William E. and Lewis E.

Gurley were brothers, born in Troy, NY;

William in 1821 and Lewis in 1826.

William graduated from the Rensselaer

Institute, in 1839, as a civil engineer.

Traveling as far west as Michigan unsuccessfully seeking employment, William returned to

Troy, going to work as a foreman for surveying instrument maker Oscar Hanks.

After five years with Oscar Hanks, William went into partnership with Jonas Phelps under

the name Phelps & Gurley in 1845. Lewis Gurley had been apprenticed to Phelps in 1844

and in the Fall of 1851, Lewis was taken into the partnership which then became known as

Phelps & Gurleys. In 1852, the brothers bought Phelps' interest in the firm and changed

the name to W. & L.E. Gurley. Gurley was to become the largest manufacturer of engineer-

ing and surveying instruments in the United States. They established a true factory, rather

than the usual craft workshop of instrument makers. They practiced a strict division of

labor, allowing them to produce a greater volume of instruments at very competitive prices.

They hired unskilled and semi-skilled labor and taught them specific tasks rather than

having them go through a long apprenticeship. Gurley was the first instrument manufac-

turer to utilize aluminum in the manufacture of engineering and surveying instruments.

Gurley continued to manufacture surveying instruments until 1980. Today they remain a

prominent worldwide provider and developer of encoders, measuring devices used in MRI,

X-ray and ultrasound imaging, as well as equipment used in the aviation and defense in-

dustries.
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The miners' dip

needle shown

here, manufac-

tured by Gurley, is

unique in that it is

labeled as a

"Gurley Dip

Needle Lake Supe-

rior Model". It is

the only dip

needle model I am

aware of that has

a regional desig-

nation. The origin

of the model name

is not difficult to

surmise, the

Michigan, Minne-

sota and Wiscon-

sin iron mines were all

in the Lake Superior

region. This piece is also

unusual in that it is

manufactured of both

aluminum and brass,

the case being made of

machined aluminum

except for the back plate

which is brass. My other

dip needles are either all

brass or all aluminum.

Unlike other dip needles

I have seen, this one

has a bubble level above

the name stamping on

the face plate. No one I

have talked to has been

able to find this piece

listed in a Gurley cata-

log. This is an ultra-rare

instrument.
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Two Engraved Mine Surveying Compasses
by Dave Johnson

Finding mining artifacts for one's

collection is always exciting but

finding mining artifacts that have

provenance linking them to a spe-

cific mine or mining company is

doubly exciting. The two mine sur-

veying compasses pictured and

described here are two such arti-

facts.

The first of these is a beautiful pre-

sentation brass mine surveying

vernier compass manufactured by J.

White of Glasgow, Scotland, dated

1877. The compass housing is 6" in

diameter, with a 6" bar needle, 5" folding sight vanes, and measures 10 " in overall length.

The outstanding feature of this piece is the engraving on the vernier arm which reads:

"Presented to Wm. Smith, Manager by the Workmen at Allanton Collieries, Morningside

Nov. 30th, 1877".

Allanton Collieries was owned by the Morningside Coal

Co., Newmains, Lanarkshire, Scotland, located south-

east of Glasgow. A report dated 1896 states that the

mine had 110 underground workers and 20 surface

workers at that time and the mine manager was John

Gray.

Apparently this compass was presented to manager William Smith when he left the

Allanton Colliery. He is later recorded as being manager for Rhymney Iron Co. Ltd., colliery

proprietors and coal exporters operating the Rhymney, Pontlottyn, George Inn and Gilfach

Collieries. An 1896 report finds William Smith listed as manager of the Glasgow Iron &

Steel Co. Ltd. Wishaw Colliery at Wishaw, Scotland, employing 169 underground and 37

surface workers.
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The second piece is a brass mine surveying compass by T.B. Winter. An 1893 advertisement

reads "T.B. Winter, Manufacturer of Nautical, Philosophical, and Optical Instruments, 21

Grey St. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Spectacles to suit all sights". The firm later became T.B. Win-

ter & Son. The Compass housing is 5" in diameter, with a 4" bar needle, 5" folding sight

vanes and measures 12" in total length. The outstanding feature of this piece is the engrav-

ing "North Bitchburn Coal Co." on the frame.
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The Whellan's Directory of County Durham for 1894 states that the Bitchburn Colliery was

the principle colliery in the area and drew workers from the villages of High Grange, North

Bitchburn, Quarryburn and Valley Terrace in Witton-le-Wear Township. The colliery was

located 8 _ miles southwest of Durham. In 1894 they were working the 2'4" Harvey Seam, 2'

Constantine Seam, 1'8" Ballarat Seam 2'8" Five Quarter Seam and the then 4'3" Brockwell

Seam. Production was 700 tons /day, all converted to coke. Clay was also mined from the

same facility by the North Bitchburn Fireclay Co., owned by the North Bitchburn Coal Co.,

and was used to produce firebrick and vitrified clay sewer pipe. The colliery and fireclay

operation employed 700 men and boys in 1894.

Overall, in 1896, the North Bitchburn Coal Co. employed a total of 2,348 men and boys at

the Brockwell, Constantine, Evenwood, Five Quarter, Gordon House, Howden, Randolph,

Rough Lea, Thrushwood and Storey Lodge Collieries. In 1902 they operated 9 collieries with

2,576 employees. By 1914 they were operating 6 collieries with a total employment of 4,131

men and boys. Annual output in 1923 was 600,000 tons. The start of the Depression in

1930 found them operating the Gordon House, North Bitchburn, Randolph and

Thrislington Collieries with 1658 employees.

The North Bitchburn Colliery escaped Nationalization in 1947 due to it reportedly having

less than the requisite 30 employees which was the maximum number of employees al-

lowed in privately owned mines. However, in 1966 they were employing 59 underground

and 8 surface workers, well beyond the 30 employee limit for Nationalization.

What were these compasses used for? A surveyor uses a compass to determine the direc-

tion of a line. The needle points to the magnetic North Pole and by turning the compass in

the direction of the line being surveyed, the direction of the line can be determined. Com-

passes are divided into two main categories, "plain" and "vernier". The plain compass has

no adjustment capabilities and always reads magnetic north. The vernier compass has an

adjustable scale that allows for the "setting off" of the magnetic declination, allowing the

compass to then directly read true north.

The North Bitchburn Coal

Co. operated many collieries

in County Durham for more

than 100 years. The earliest

reference I could find was

the sinking of the North

Bitchburn Colliery, in 1845,

on the 6' Brockwell Seam,

but also came across a

reference to the company

producing coal in 1840 with

no specifics.
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Shanklin Knife
by Larry Click

Shown here is a knife I recently

acquired. It was probably a give-

away advertisement by the

Shanklin Mfg. Co., for Guy's

Dropper Lamps. The knife is 3"

long closed and is 4-3/4" long

with the steel blade open. At base

of blade reads THE W & H. CO

(possibly Whitehead & Hoag??)

USA NEWARK, NJ. One side of

handle reads SHANKLIN MFG.

CO. GUY'S DROPPER LAMPS.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL. At the base

of the handle reads PAT'D 10-29-

12. The other side of the handle

is blank. I'm not sure what the

design at end of handle is for, un-

less it is for a key chain. It is too

small for a bottle opener.

Mining House

Address Tag
by Larry Click

When coal mining was in its hey-

day, miners lived in houses built

by the coal company they worked

for. The houses were affectionately

referred to by the miners and their

families as "coal patch houses."

Each house had a number. This

image is of a 3" x 6" porcelain, co-

balt blue and white, house sign

with two brass eyelets on each

side. This particular sign No. 215

came from the town of Vestaburg,

PA. and dates back to the 1920s.
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 Allen-Liversidge Carbide Cap Lamps
by Dave Johnson

"Little AL" and "Big AL"

In 1996, I described three known sizes of cast aluminum carbide lamps attributed to Allen-

Liversidge: two sizes of hand lamp and a cap lamp *. Recently, I have discovered another

Allen-Liversidge carbide cap lamp, this one is slightly smaller with some feature differences.

The first lamp is 3 7/8 tall to the top of the water chamber and 4 5/8" tall to the top of the

water knob. The second lamp is 3 5/8" tall to the top of water chamber and 4 3/8" tall to

the top of the water knob. The water knobs differ in that the first lamp has a single slot

across the center while the second lamp does not; both are held in place by a setscrew. The

brass pieces below the water knobs differ in size and shape. Both lamps lack a water door

and are filled through the center of the water knob.

The first lamp is 2 1/8" in diameter at the base and the second lamp is 2" in diameter. The

hanging hook and bail are of identical configuration differing only slightly in size. The cast

trunions that hold the bails are considerably taller and heavier than those on the second

lamp. Both have the same A-L REGD. PATS cast into the top next the hook. Both lamps

also have the same unusual brass hooks that screw into a threaded cast piece that rises

behind the water knob. The threaded piece on the first lamp is heavier than the second but

that of the second lamp is longer. The cap hooks are round and taper to a blunt point,

being rather thick at their threaded end. Both lamps have the same simple brass flat-stock

cap brace held in place by the cap hook. Although the cross piece on the second lamp is

missing, you can see where it was soldered in place originally. The reflector on the first

lamp is 2 3/16" in horizontal diameter and the second is 2" in diameter. Functionally the

lamps have identical water feed systems with two brass chain links hanging from a conical

brass hex-nut.
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The Allen-Liversidge carbide lamp

received Great Britain Patent 27,308

on November 27, 1912. The patent

was granted to Thomas Gaskell Allen,

Engineer and Allen-P.B. Liversidge

Portable Acetylene Company Ltd.,

Manufacturers, of 106 Victoria Street,

Westminster, London.

In my opinion, these are two of the most

unusual and interesting carbide cap

lamps I have seen. There are no Ameri-

can carbide cap lamps like them and I

am not aware of any other European

manufacturer who made a cap lamp of a

similar configuration. The workmanship

on these lamps is excellent.

* Issue 20 of Eureka (Fall 1996) Au-

thors: Dave Johnson, Manfred Stutzer,

Peter Appleton and Mick Corbridge

(left) Back view shows "Bull's
Horn hook which screws into
threaded casting.
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Miner's 1880’s Tricks Of The Trade
by Ted Bobrink

I have been exploring old abandon mines for over thirty years now, and I have read many

books about the old time miners. One of the most exciting things I have learned about

underground mining in the 1880s are some of the tricks of the trade that one would only

discover underground, and never read about in a book. Miners just like carpenters, plumb-

ers or any other construction worker had little tricks of their trade that they used every day

at work to make their job quicker or easier. Miners tricks of the trade are things that are

passed on from one miner to another. Sometimes things change and miners have to change

with the times. When that happens those tricks are forgotten and the knowledge is lost

forever. When the air drill was invented and utilized underground. All of the tricks of the

trade of hand drilling died with the miners that drilled that way. I'm sure their were many

tricks about drill steel and singlejacks that are gone forever.

Gunsite Mine, California

I have been fortunate over the years to discover a number of these "Miners 1880s Tricks Of

The Trade" and I am going to share them with you for the first time. Some of this informa-

tion I hope is unique, and to be able to share it with you is exciting. For me, sharing and

preserving this great mutual interest of ours is what collecting is all about.
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Sending Messages...

We all know that miners used mine bell signs to

communicate with the surface above, But what

if you needed to send a message that wasn't

covered on the mine bell sign. Well, about five

years ago my son David and I were exploring a

new level in the Waterloo Mine at Calico, Ca.

That level had been worked in the late 1880s

and we were pulling out some candle box ends

behind some lagging. I reached up and pulled

out a stull wedge and noticed some hand writ-

ing on it. It was a note telling someone on the

surface to cut him some caps a certain size.

The original message was most likely sent up to

the surface in the shaft bucket and the cut

timber sent back down the same way. A cap is

the large piece of support timber usually 8x8

that goes across the drift or tunnel and is sup-

ported by two post.

This note said "4TH STATION--- 2 CAPS 2FT 9 --- 1/2

INCH BEVEL ONE END --- P D ?? --- + PRONTO"

I am not sure what the forth line says and maybe

someone who reads this article can guess. I thought

the word PRONTO was cool because it is a slang word.

I do know that the 4th station was level 4 of the Water-

loo and it had the most workings. On a recent trip to

that same area of the mine. David and I found two

other notes written on wedges and I will include photos

and captions with this article.

It is my belief that these wedges with the notes on

them were sent back down into the mine to be used,

and that is why we found them preserved under-

ground. Reading notes like these also tell you what

kind of words they used and believe it or not... I found

a long note written in the 1880s on a powder box end

that used the F word. I had no idea that that slang

word was used that long ago as you would never read

it in any of the books written that long ago.
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Lighting Safety Fuse...

My next trick of the trade was found

in the famous Silver King mine in

Calico, Ca. Ever wonder how the

miners lit the fuse and had enough

time to get away ??? I always

thought they just used a longer fuse

if they needed more time. Well that

wasn't always the case.

We were exploring a never before

found area on level 5 and having a

hay day. There were candle boxes,

cap tins, bottles and you name it

laying every where. After we picked

up the easy to see stuff, I was clean-

ing out an ore chute when a candle

stub came flying out. When I bent

down to pick it up I noticed that it

had safety fuse wrapped around it with one end sticking out. At first Jim Steinberg and I

thought it was some kind of candle holder. After looking more closely you could tell the fuse

was wrapped around the candle in a way that made it into a delayed fuse lighter. The fuse

was tied into a knot with the end bent into the side of the candle. When the candle burned

down it lit the end of the safety fuse.

For that delayed fuse lighting devise to come out of that explosion in one piece is a miracle.

It is one of my favorite mining artifacts, and if not for that miracle. I don't know if this

unique trick of the miners trade would have ever come to be known.
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Getting Away From The Blast...

(left) The ladder on the left is the shaft sink-
ing ladder and you can see how narrow it is
compared to the standard ladder on the
right. The shaft sinking ladder came from the
3rd level of the Silver King Mine in Calico,
California. The standard ladder came from
the 4th level Waterloo Mine, Calico, California

My next trick of the 1880s miners trade is

somewhat related to the last trick. Ever

wonder how the miners got away from the

blast while sinking a shaft. If you guessed

they used a ladder, you are right, but not

just any ladder.

While exploring the 3rd level of the Silver

King mine in Calico with Jim Steinberg and

Mark Bohannan one day. I dropped down a

60 ' shaft, and at the very bottom I found a

very unique looking ladder. The first thing I

noticed was it's narrow size and two iron

hooks attached to one end. It is so narrow

that you can only put one foot on a rung at

a time. When I got the ladder home I noticed

that it fits perfectly inside the standard

ladders they used in Calico. It became ap-

parent that this was a very

special hand made shaft

sinking extension ladder.

By sliding the narrow lad-

der inside the standard

ladder. You can adjust the

length by hanging the

hooks on the rungs of the

standard ladder. This al-

lows you to pull the narrow

ladder up and out of the

way of the bast without

pulling the ladder all the

way out of the shaft.

(right) This photo shows the
hanger assembly made out
of standard flat strap mine
rail.
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(left) This photo shows the sinking ladder
attached to the standard ladder. Note that the
ladders have the rungs on the inside. This
was done in all shafts where a mine bucket
was used. The mine bucket would ride on the
two rails and the pegs on the side of the
bucket would keep it from turning. The sink-
ing ladder has the top of the rails beveled so
the bucket wouldn't hang up going down the
ladder.

Mine ladders are usually toe

nailed into the cross stulls, but

sometimes they were installed

with special metal hangers like

the ones in this photo. The two

outside hangers are simple U-

shaped spikes that were pounded

into the cross stuls in the main

shaft of the Waterloo Mine in

Calico, California.

(left) The elaborate hanger in the
middle was hand forged by a
blacksmith and used in the upper
levels of the Runover Mine in
Calico, California.

(right) This photo shows the beveled rails on
the sinking ladder.
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Holding The Dynamite...

Here is a photo of

the hand made

tamping bags we

found in the 5th

level Waterloo

Mine square sets.

The three bags at

the top were

found wrapped

up in the 1890

news paper at the

bottom.

Not all shafts are

drilled from top to

bottom. Some

have to be drilled

from the bottom

to the top, and

this called a raise.

Drilling up pre-

sents a problem for keeping the dynamite in the hole before it goes off. Ever wonder what

they used before the powder company's manufactured tamping bags ???

The miners made their own tamping bags out of news papers and we found out about this

trick on our last exploring trip to the Waterloo Mine in Calico. My friend High Grader Jim

Malouf found three unused hand made tamping bags wrapped up in some news paper in

the corner of some large square

set timbering. The bags were

formed from regular news paper

and filled with sand. All of the

joints were sealed with miners

candle wax so they wouldn't

come apart. One end of the bag

is folded two sided, while the

other end is folded in a circle

like a roll of coins. My guess is

the flat tapered end went in first

and the circled end was

tamped. Again this is another

item that was intended to be

blown to bits and never to be

found. If not for Jim finding

them unused, I doubt if anyone

would have ever known about

them.
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Short Handles...

When I first started exploring old mines, one of

the first things I noticed was that every shovel I

ever found underground had a short handle. I

would find the little 6 to 8 inch handle ends all

over the place. I doubt if you would ever read

about it in a book, but I'm sure one of the first

tricks of the trade a newbe young miner would

learn was to cut the end off of his new shovel.

This of course was done to make it easier to use

the shovel in the tight surroundings of the mine

while driving the narrow 5 X 7 drifts and cross-

cuts.

To fill an ore car at the face of a drift, you have

to turn from front to back and swing the shovel

in the narrowest 5' part of the working area. This

practice I'm sure caused a lot of bare knuckle

strawberries, especially with an uncut handle. I

even found one of these shovel ends with blood

all over it, and it no doubt served as a good les-

son for some poor young miner.

(above) This photo shows two 1880s mining shovels. Most of the shovels I find underground
are cut down like the one on the right. The cut down shovel was found on the 2nd level of the
Burning Moscow Mine in Calico, California The standard shovel was found in the Santa Rosa
Mine in Keller, California.

If you explore old mines and

have found a unique trick of

the mining trade... Let us

know.

This photo shows two shovel
stubs. We find these all the
time underground. Note the
blood stains on the bottom
stub. Ouch !!
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Pocket Anemometer
by Dave Johnson

In the Summer 2001 issue of Eureka (Issue 37) I wrote an article on anemometers with

photographs of many of the varieties manufactured. Since then I have discovered a very

interesting anemometer. This unusual and rare piece was manufactured by Short & Mason

of London. Short & Mason began making precision instruments in 1875 when Thomas

Short and James Mason became partners and opened their business at 40 Hatton Gar-

dens, London. Tycos was added to the Short & Mason name in 1920.

This instrument is the size of a large pocket watch measuring just 2 1/8" in diameter.

There are 8 tiny aluminum vanes with the remainder of the instrument being brass. The

brass frame that holds the dials and vanes is unusually heavy for such a small piece, con-

siderably heavier than a pocket watch. The front and back are hinged to open to allow air

flow and which fold together back to back below the instrument to form a handle that al-

lows for holding the instrument without obstructing air flow. The dial face is just under 1"

in diameter, with beveled glass. The name Mason & Short Ltd. appears inside the back

cover. This well-made instrument is truly an unusual anemometer and mining collectible.
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A clinometer is a device used to measure the line of sight above or below horizontal (height,

slope, and vertical angle). They are used in the construction, timber and mining industries.

They were used by miners to measure angles; the angle of a sloped mine passage, angle of

an inclined shaft, angle or dip of an ore vein. They work using principles of angles and

geometry.

Mining Clinometer
by Dave Johnson

Sighting holes viewed from end.
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Shown here is a clinometer/com-

pass labeled "M.Attwood's Mining

Clinometer Made by A. Lietz Co.

San Francisco". I have had no luck

finding any information on M.

Attwood. However, Adolph Lietz

was born in Leubeck Germany in

1860. He immigrated to the United

States, arriving in San Francisco

in 1879. Lietz worked for a year in

more than one scientific instru-

ment shop before he purchased

the business of Carl Rahsskopff, in

1880. In 1882 Lietz changed the

firm's name to A. Lietz & Co. Ini-

tially his firm produced surveying

instruments and related tools.

Lietz incorporated in 1892 under

the name A. Lietz Co.and in 1910

added a complete line of drafting

materials and engineering equip-

ment was added. In 1947, rather

than re-tool to manufacture more

modern surveying instruments,

the firm stopped manufacturing

instruments and became an im-

porter and distributor . In 1965

the firm name was changed to The

Lietz Company.

This instrument measures 6 1/2"

long x 2 7/8" high x just 7/16"

thick. The frame is aluminum with

all other parts being brass. There

are vertical and horizontal bubble

levels on the right side. The com-

pass is released and locked in

place with a brass knurled cam

knob. The clinometer is locked in

place and released by a spring

loaded lever located at the lower

right of the dial. The instrument

sight is at the top of the dials.

Unlike most instruments used in

mining this one is actually marked

MINING.

Clinometer tipped showing 14
degree upward angle

Bubble Levels
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Western Mining Artifact Collectors Show
by Mark Mallicoat

Mike Nevius' working stamp mill was the site of the first gathering on Friday evening.

The Western Mining Artifact Show was held this past June 29th at the Miners Foundry in

Nevada City, California. Nevada City, CA was this years chosen site and will be again next

year.

The events began on Friday afternoon at the home of Mike & LaVeta Nevius in Nevada City.

They have collected and beautifully arranged over 5 acres of old mining iron in what Mike

calls his Rustic Iron Preserve. We had approx. 75-80 plus people in attendance as Mike

demonstrated his operating I9th century 2-stamp mill.

The hillside around Mike's home are covered with old hydraulic monitors, mine cars, stamp

mills, sinking buckets, mine shaft displays, and most everything you can think of that was

used in mining operations. All of this old rusty equipment is set up, as it would have actu-

ally have been used in a mining operation. Dan's crew did a great job answering questions

and putting on demonstrations for us all to enjoy. Linda and the crew then put on a feed

for all of us.
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Four-stamp mill at the Foundry where the swap meet and dinner was held.

Saturday the show was set up in the old Miners Foundry in downtown Nevada City. The old

foundry was home of the first Pelton water wheel and manufactured hundreds of mine cars

and other mining items for the gold rush days. The site itself is approx. 150 years old and

an historical landmark for Nevada County. Approximately 100 collectors set up 60 tables of

antique mining artifacts and was one of the larger shows. After the show we had a huge

wonderful dinner prepared by Native Sons of the Golden West and an auction for more

mining related goodies.
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Mark Mallicoat’s booth and his wife Toni keeping guard.

A general view of events at the Miner’s Foundry.
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Rick and Kity Yarborough.

Mike Nevius, in the suspenders, makes the rounds.
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Walt Goetz and Dottie Click
socialize while husband
Larry Click is chumming
about with Errol
Christman.

(below)  No show would be
complete without auction-
eer Cap Tin Bob at the
helm.
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The following Sunday morning we

met at the Miners Foundry for a

caravan to the Waukeshaw Mine

run and owned by Dan and Linda

Jasper. The mine was an hours

drive from Nevada City of which 30

minutes were on paved road with

another 30 minutes of dirt road.

The Mine is located in a beautiful

setting and Dan has taken great

care to preserve the beauty of the

area. You first drive by a large pond

and continue down a dirt road to

the mine office and living areas.

Large pieces of antique hydraulic

pipe are stacked from usage over a

Mark Mallicoat and Dennis
Kurlander celebrate a job well done.

100 years ago. The entire operation is run by a 4-foot Pelton water wheel that supplies all

the power for the mine. The Mine is located right next to what was and old hydraulic min-

ing operation back in the 1800's and they are now tunneling/drifting into the ancient river

channel which was missed by the old timers.

The material is much like a cement and gravel consistency and the shaft requires a lot of

heavy timbering. While hydraulic mining left many scars on the landscape this area has

recovered beautifully in the past 100 years and a more gorgeous setting would be difficult

to find. Dan led our

group of 40-50 on a

tour of his entire op-

eration which included

the power house with

the operating Pelton

water wheel, an an-

tique blacksmith shop

which is still in use

today, a sawmill for

cutting mine timbers, a

tour of the under-

ground workings, and

the mill for the gold

ore.

Inside the mine, show-
ing the conglomerate
material that is tun-

neled through.
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Above: (clockwise) Riv-
eted pipe, entrance to
mine, blacksmith and
power house, hydraulic
monitor.

Left: Sawmill in opera-
tion.
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TRADES & SALES

Streamlined Justrite and Autolite Parts

Wanted: I am looking for the following

items for my caving lamps, they don't have

to be new. They do have to be in good con-

dition (no cracks, holes, etc.) For Stream-

lined Justrite Brass Cap lamp: 1 ea Reflec-

tor Brace, 2 ea Felt Holders, 1 ea Blade for

back of lamp to attach to mining helmet, 2

ea Justrite bottoms with Lids. For Autolite

Brass Cap Lamp: 1 ea Reflector Brace, 1 ea

Blade for back of lamp to attach to mining

helmet, 2 ea Autolite bottoms with lids.

Kim Robertson

Will Trade: Carbide lamps for Mammoth

Cave items. Looking for guide postcards,

group photos, cabinet, and stereo cards as

well as cave books and Floyd Collins items.

A few rare lamps are available. Contact

David Jones at dajon@pacifier.com

Will trade N/P August Eck and/or acid

etched Gabriel Werntz candlestick for car-

bide cap lamps I need. Contact:

lclick@erols.com or call 1-703-241-3748.

WANTED: Old Levi Jeans (with short belt-

and-buckle in the back above the pockets).

Also any old miner's clothing from any

other manufacturer: jackets, pants, ban-

dannas, shirts, etc. Any condition. 1850-

1950. Will BUY or TRADE. Jeff

bigjoho@hotmail.com

WANTED: Old photographs of Nevada

mining towns and mines. Ephemera and

relics from Rawhide, Belmont, Aurora and

El Dorado Canyon, Nevada. Email:

theclinto@aol.com

There is a new book just out. It is partially

a railroad book, but has a lot on the Cripple

Creek District and on MINING! We have it

available for $59.00 + $4.00 shipping (media

mail). Victor Trading Co., PO Box 53, Victor,

CO 80860. 719-689-2346.

Mail@victortradingco.com

Jerome Mining and Memorabilia sought

by the Jerome Historical Society. We are

looking for anything from Jerome or

stamped with the name Jerome for our Mine

Museum. We are also seeking books and

information on mining and collectibles for

our Archives/Research Center. Pamela

Williams,¹Jerome Historical Society Direc-

tor, www.jeromehistoricalsociety.org

European miners lamp and mineral col-

lector would like to buy old European frog

lamps for my private collection. Please see

my website at http://www.wulfenite.com to

see what I prefer. Send me your pictures to

chris@wulfenite.com

Back issues of Eureka for sale: Issues 11-

31. Contact Todd Town

Belgian safety lamps in good or very good

condition for sale. Ask for pictures. Wilfried

LAMBERT. Belgium. gordinne@yahoo.fr

Advertisements are free!
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